A BILL FOR AN ACT

RELATING TO THE STATE CAPITOL.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII:

SECTION 1. Chapter 6E, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is amended by adding a new section to part II to be appropriately designated and to read as follows:

"§6E- State capitol; allocation of space. (a) Notwithstanding section 6E-34.5 or any other law to the contrary, the president of the senate and the speaker of the house of representatives shall have the authority to jointly allocate and assign for occupation:

(1) Office space in any part of the state capitol except the fifth floor; and

(2) Non-metered parking in the parking lot of the state capitol.

(b) The governor shall have the authority to allocate office space on the fifth floor of the state capitol."

SECTION 2. New statutory material is underscored.
SECTION 3. This Act shall take effect upon its approval.

INTRODUCED BY: [Signature]

By Request
Report Title:
State Capitol; Governor; Legislature; Facilities; Management

Description:
Provides the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives the authority to jointly allocate and assign for occupation non-metered parking stalls and all office space at the state capitol except the fifth floor. Provides the Governor the authority to allocate office space on the fifth floor of the state capitol.
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